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ABSTRACT
The widespread use of Cathode Ray Tubes (CTRs) as soft-copy proofing devices in
electronic imaging situations has raised serious questions as to their relevance, the
appropriate viewing conditions and the necessary design, color and tone character
istics of the color monitors. Proofs are used at many different stages in the print
production process. Each stage has different requirements in terms of color accep
tance, detail, sharpness, composition and portability. At each level of the approval
cycle various measuring devices are used to qualify acceptability.
This thesis deals with every-day use and problems of soft-copy proofing. An elec
tronic test pattern was displayed on a color monitor while the same test pattern in
hard-copy proof form was displayed under industry standard 5000 degree Kelvin
lighting. Fifty printing industry users of these proofing methods, comprising art
directors, buyers, quality assurance representatives and electronic pagination users,
evaluated the two proofs using the most common method of measurement visual
assessment and completed a written questionnaire. This survey covered color and
hue variations, detail, sharpness, design, size and portability descrepancies as they
related to a soft-copy proof used
as a design comprehensive, initial color approval,
intermediate proof and/or the final proof.
In general, the fifty industry decision makers found the soft-copy proof to be ac
ceptable for all the variables listed above when used as design comp, initial color
and /or intermediate proof but rejected it in all cases when used as the final proof.
The results of this study will enable monitor manufacturers, electronic pagination
suppliers and users to better understand how soft-copy and hard-copy proofing
differ, what the weaknesses are of each, and which areas are most objectionable. By
having industry experts weigh the key differences and similarities between the new
and the old proofing methods and by judging the shortcomings and the constraints
of each, the soft-copy manufacturers will be able to better rank priorities in improv




Proofing has always posed problems to the Graphic Arts industry. Since the incep
tion of printing, press proofs have reigned as the ultimate in precision and accu
racy. In the 1950s, however, the industry began searching for new ways to achieve
high quality without the high costs and time consuming makereadys associated
with the press proof. The Graphic Arts consumable manufacturers thus developed
and introduced various new methods of proofing that we classify as off-press
proofs, with DuPonfs Cromalin and 3M's Matchprint being the most widely ac
cepted. In the last few years there has been a new trend. Since even the new off-
press proofing methods are expensive and time consuming parts of the prepress
process, some manufacturers are striving to replace them with electronically gener
ated soft-copy proofs. Ifs faster than a press
or off-press proof but the industry has
yet to standardize the process and to eliminate a number of variables in its quality.
Soft-copy proofing uses a monitor, colored or monochrome, to represent type,
graphics, pictures and other
images. Since the creation of the CRT, these display
units have increased in popularity and are now a necessity in many businesses and
homes. In everyday use,
people use soft-copy proofs to evaluate manuscripts for
typing errors and composition or even to shop by using the display on a television
screen as a catalog. These uses of this electronic medium are simplistic compared
with the color match and precision required for evaluation by art directors, color
buyers, quality assurance representatives and others involved with the printing
industry.
The art director's job is to evaluate, but every judgement depends on surroundings,
past experiences and even the art director's mood on a given day. This subjectivity
has always led to variations in the quality of the final product. This is true for both
hard-copy and soft-copy proofing.
This study used a group of 50 printing industry consultants, comprising art direc
tors, buyers, quality assurance representatives and graphic artists, to evaluate
soft-
copy proofing. It compared the soft-copy to the hard-copy in terms of color, size,
detail, portability and composition. The principle variable was the human eye and
its reaction when it compared an actual hard-copy proof to an electronic creation.
By having industry experts weigh the key differences and similarities between the
new and the old by judging the shortcomings and the constraints of each, the
soft-
copy manufacturers will be able
to better rank priorities in improving this develop




Before committing to the expense of mass production, a client must proof every
piece of printed material. Proofs are necessary to check that all components are
cropped, scaled and stripped into correct position, colors are separated as specified
and in register, correct margins and trims are indicated and overall composition is
as the designer envisioned.
Proofing methods vary according to different printing processes, size, quality, cost
and time required for the manufacturing of the proof. Proofing for offset lithogra
phy uses a number of techniques that can be grouped into the following categories:
press proofs, off-press proofs, digital hard-copy and soft-copy proofs.
Press proofs are by far regarded as themost accurate method of hard-copy proof
ing. In production press proofs, the specified paper, inks, press and production
conditions are used to create progressives and proofs. This method is very costly
and time consuming.
Proof press proofing is the
next best substitute for press proofs. This method uses
special proofing presses,
actual paper and inks under controlled conditions. Though
proof press proofs are less costly and require less makeready time, they have limita
tions that force some to insist on production press proofs.
Though there are more than two dozen off-press color proofing systems, they can be
divided into two basic categories. One records each color on a sheet of clear film
with all sheets being placed one over the other, in register on a backing sheet. This
technique is called an overlay proof. The other involves transferring process color
pigments or toners, one at a time, to a base sheet. The following is a brief descrip
tion of some of the most popular prepress systems.
Cromalin (Dupont) uses dry toners that can be custom blended to match most
printing inks. A photopolymer film is laminated to a base sheet on which a positive
or negative, depending on the system used, is attached and exposed using an ultra
violet light source. The laminated film is then removed, leaving a receptive surface
for the appropriate color toner to be applied using either Duponfs ATM (Auto
matic Toning Machine) or a hand-rubbed process. This procedure is repeated for all
four separations.
Cromachek (Dupont) uses a dry overlay method produced from film negatives.
Using these negatives, high intensity
ultraviolet light and a vacuum frame, the four
separations can be exposed at one time. The laminated films are then stripped apart
saving the top layer and
then placing them in register on a carrier sheet.
Matchprint II (3M) uses a proprietary laminate system, much like the Cromalin. It




Color-Key (3M) proofs consist of overlays of plastic foils coated with diazo-sensi-
tized emulsions and colored with actual ink pigments. This process is available in
positive or negative emulsions.
Gevaproofs (Agfa-Gevaert) start with negative separations and use Gevaproofs
dimensionally stable polyester film base material to produce single-sheet simulated
paper proofs. The film is coated with a white opaque layer on both sides to give the
appearance of paper. Light sensitive colored emulsions are exposed, then trans
ferred to the primary base sheet. Development takes place in an ethyl alcohol/
water bath and an activator bath. Pigments are identical to those in printing inks
and are supplied as separate sheets in six colors.
Paps and Naps (Enco Printing Products) are abbreviations for positive and nega
tive, respectively, acting proofing systems. These systems overlay colored sheets,
available in the process colors. The polyester film with a presensitized colored
emulsion is exposed emulsion to emulsion and has a one-step Azoplate developing
process.
KC-
Analog Color Proof (Coulter System Corp.) process produces a colored proof
using the actual printing
paper with toners or proofing inks that match printing
colors. This system is totally automated and can use continuous tone or halftone
positives.
Signature Color Proofing System (Eastman Kodak Co.) is based on liquid electro
photographic technology. The steps required to create a proof are as follows. First, a
photoconductive film is made sensitive to light by giving it a uniform electic charge
across the surface. Wherever the photoconductive film is exposed to light, the
charge migrates away from the surface. At the toning stage, charged marking
particles within the liquid toning ink are attracted to the opposing electrical charge
in the image area. The marking particles are semi-fused to the PC film. This film is
imaged during four passes through the Kodak Signature toning console. A cyan,
magenta, yellow or black separation film is registered with the same piece of photo
conductive film for each pass. After this is completed, the composite image is trans
ferred the appropriate paper stock.
The preceding examples are all proven, accepted hard-copy proofingmethods. Such
a large variety of uses for color proofs places a wide range of demands on color
proofing systems. The ideal system would be one that satisfies the needs of all the
uses; but itmay be toomuch for some, too slow for others, and too expensive for
many. This is the reason why there are somany color proofing systems and why
digital hard and soft-copy are advancing so rapidly.
DIGITAL HARD-COPY PROOFING
With the advent of electronic CAD and graphic arts prepress systems, there is a
growing need for a fast, inexpensive, high-quality device to manipulate the digital
information and produce an analog representation of the final requirement before
committing to expensive consumables and equipment. Currently no proofing
method exists that can boast all three of these requirements.
Because of electronic, computer-aided color separation techniques and the need for a
quick, inexpensive proofingmethod, various new substitutes are giving the conven
tional offpress proofing methods competition.
Cromagraph CPR 403 Color Proof Recorder (Hell) is a means of producing a con
tinuous tone color proof from digital data in the Hell Chromacom color page
makeup system in size up to 21 X 29 inches
on color photographic paper in less than
20 minutes. The proof is a facsimile of the soft-copy proof on the Chromacom's color
monitor incorporating the characteristics of the process, plate, ink, and press.
Magnaproof System (Crosfield) produces hard-copy color proofs from digitized
computer generated images using an exposuremethod based on color sparation
principles. It uses amodified LogE/Dunn VersaColor Camera as its main compo
nent. The output of the camera can fit a full A4 size, 11 X 14 inches. In use imagery
from the Studio 860 system is transferred to theMagnaproof and the exposure se
quence is automatically handled by the camera's computer through red, green and
blue filters. TheMagnaproof can also be used with the Crosfield ProEdit System to
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allow the deginermaximum flexibility with the layouts and color changes with
hard-copy proofs for customer review and approval.
Polaroid Digital Color Proof System (Polaroid) is still under development but test/
Beta units are available. It uses aMacDonald Dettwiler Color FIRE 240 Film Re
corder to convert the data from a digital imaging system into a recordable image
onto Polaroid Industrial Instant Color Film which accepts and records the color
proof image. The system is being modified to accommodate a format size than ifs
present 8X10 inches sheet output and a built-in color transform to compensate for
pigments in the inks, paper characteristics, scanner sensitivity, dyes in film, dot gain,
trapping variations, film and recorder variability. The Poloriod Instant Color Paper
system was developed so that it uses a roll of light sensitivematerial, a roll of posi
tive printmaterial and a tray of pods containing the development reagent put
through a specially made processor.
KC-Digital Prepress System (Coulter Systems) is still under development and con
sists of input scanners that send colorimeteric data for the original in digital form,
data processing terminals that perform the
usual functions of color correction, image
enhancement, magnification, sizing, cropping, rotation and positioning and an
output laser printer. The laser printer can be used independently of the prepress
system to process digital data from scanners and other pagemakeup systems to
produce film color separations that are used tomake proofs on the KC-Proofer.
SOFT-COPY PROOFING
While soft-copy proofing has been commercially available since themid-1970s, it has





perceived need for hardcopy. Currently Crosfield, Dainippon, Eikonix, HCM,
PagePlanner/Hazeltine, Scitex and TOPPAN offermonitors with detail and color
adjustments to simulate the four-color process. Common television and video moni
tors also provide soft-copy proofs.
Use of soft proofing equipment requires a sufficiently interpretive ability to visualize
the printed appearance of the image represented on the color monitor. This ability is
not extensively used today, given that remote viewing stations are used chiefly for
controlling page layout at print buyers such as ad agencies.
The vendors listed above offer similar solutions to the proofing problem. Each inte
grates a high-resolution color monitor, usually 512 by 512 or 1024 by 1024 screen
pixels across and down, with their proprietary digital image database. Control of
gun alignment, contrast and brightness are usually operator accessible. Some offer
the ability to match color output
and purity to various ink and paper combinations.
PreSponse (Scitex) is a post-scan viewing device. It consists of a color CRT, function
box and interface to the Scitex network of online magnetic storage. After an image is
scanned it is displayed on themonitor. It can bemanipulated and color corrected.
The image can then be tranferred to the pagemakeup station or directly to output.
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Scanview 600 (Crosfield) is similar to the Scitex PreSponse.
It is an offline setup devicewith colormonitor for previewing color before exposing
film on the scanner. A key difference between this unit and the others is that scanner
functions can be programmed on the Scanview then directly downloaded to the
scanner, freeing up the scanner for input and output operations.
Scanskop (Hell) is similar to the Scitex PreSponse. It is a modular peripheral device
intended for use with the Chromacom system color scanners. It too provides the
operator with a previewing color monitor for the purpose of reviewing a scan as it
occurs or after completion of the scanning.
Designmaster 8000 (Eikonix) is a turnkey system and can not be broken down into
stand alone components such as a softproofing station. The system provides multi
user and multi-tasking capabilities. Colorimeteric functions can be performed by one
operator while another can perform such tasks as input scanning, output recording,
tape archival, limited stripping and imagemanipulations.
Scanalyzer 2001 (PagePlanner/Hazeltine) has a console with a high resolution moni
tor that is claimed to reproduce the color gamut ofmost printing inks and an inter
face tomost scanners to provide the scanner operator a reasonably accurate preview
of the scanned image before committing to film. A fast scan (30 seconds) is made and
is viewed on the CRT. If this scan is not satisfactory the setting are changed on the
scanner and the operation is repeated until correct. Once correct the actual scan is
made to film. This is a true pre-scan system.
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CP525-MKH Color Proofer (TOPPAN) consists of four units: video camera for input
ting separations; digital image processing console formanipulation and correction of
images; video displaymonitor for displaying the color proof; and viewing booth for
viewing the original tranparency or reflective art. The overall




High resolution raster graphics and image processing have created a growing de
mand for video monitors capable of displaying high resolution images. Some esti
mates claim that the demand for such displays will be as high as fivemillion units
per year by 1990.
Cathode Ray Tubes,more commonly known as CRTs, are used in TVs, video games,
aircraft displays, computer terminals, medical displays, large screen displays,
graphic as well as graphic arts displays, and a wide range of black and white appli
cations, including typesetting. For these uses, three types ofCRT displays are com
mon: raster, vector and direct view storage tubes. In direct view storage tubes, the
CRT is coated with a phosphor thatmaintains a lighted condition for an extended
period of time when excited by an electron beam.
The direct view storage tube has the advantage of speed: it reacts quickly. However,
it has low illuminance, lacks color capabilities and has no selective erase.
In the vector display, the CRT phosphor remains illuminated for a short period of
time, onlywhen the electrons are striking
the screen.
Most color applications use raster technology. Instead of tracing the information
vector by vector, the electron gun travels
a fixed path, moving horizontally from one
edge of the screen to the other, one line at a time. Today's electronic prepress color
systems all use this method to judge design, color, image assembly and image qual
ity.
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Many variables must be addressed before the CRT is ready for use. Accuracy and
precision are essential for stability and repeatability. Proper interfaces between the
image memory, display processor, video refresh controller and displaying hardware
are critical. Some of the variables thatmust be considered are these: horizontal and
vertical scan frequency, horizontal and vertical blanking duration, pixel resolutions,
interlaced versus non-interlaced, convergence, flicker, and spot size.
The basic concept of how digital information is displayed on a monitor is shown in
Figure 1 (See Appendix A).
Thememory in which an image is stored on a pixel by pixel basis is the critical part
of any raster graphics system. This memory is accessed by the display processor, also
called the display generator, graphics processor or image creation system. It gener
ates andmanipulates graphic data or performs image processing functions. It can
read from and write to the imagememories. These memories are also accessed by
the video refresh controller, which reads the contents of the imagememory in the
proper format and with the correct timing to feed the video output.
For the viewed image to be stable, the video refresh controller, also known as dis
play controller or frame
buffer controller, must supply the data that will be routed to
themonitor according to strict timing requirements. It also generates addresses for
the imagememories and controls such functions as pan, scroll and window, which
involvemanipulation of these addresses.
The video output hardware converts data values to intensity levels or to colors and
passes them to themonitor.
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The image memory, (also called frame buffermemory, display memory, addressable
resolution or bitmap) holds an array of values that represents the image. The size of
the array, most often 512 X 512 or 1024 X 1024, is the resolution of the memory, with
each element of the array being one picture element, or pixel. This resolution should
not be confused with displayable resolution, which will be discussed later.
A memory array holding one bit per pixel contains one bit plane. A frame buffer
memorymay havemultiple bits of storage per pixel, allowing multiple bit planes.
The term image plane is commonly used in image processing tomean a set of eight
bit planes, or one image layer with eight bits per pixel. The number of bits assigned
to each pixel is known as the pixel depth or color resolution of the imagememory. A
full-color system has 24 bit planes: eight bits each for the red, green and blue dis
plays.
Though an entire system's architecture and compatibility is very important, the
monitor, which is the end result formany users, is often overlooked by system
integrators. The monitor is in fact considered bymany users to be themost crucial
component. Elements thatmust be judged by both are these: resolution, dot pitch,
brightness, phosphor persistence, convergence, monitor size and the overall effects
on the user.
Confusion arises when monitors are compared on the basis of resolution. Manufac
turers often quote addressable resolution because it is easily determined from the
amount of frame buffer memory available to the
display. On the other hand, the
more useful specification, displayable resolution, is less easily arrived at. The
dis-
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playable resolution is the number of lines and pixels thatmake up a displayed im
age, that is, the number of points that the computer terminal is capable of addressing
to a display. This is often dependent onmany variables, such as manner in which the
phosphors are separated in a color display. Today the phosphors can be separated
laterally using a shadow mask, longitudinal voltage penetration or three separate
tubes superimposed by projection or optical mixing onto a single screen or view
station.
The shadowmaskmethod, which employs an electron beam for each phosphor
color, and the three-tube arrangement allows the colors to be simultaneously excited.
This mask is placed before the triad phosphor red-green-blue dot pattern on the
screen. It is pierced with holes that ensure that the correct electron beams hit the
appropriate phosphor dot. It can change the spot size, the smallest dot hitting the
phosphor and also the dot pitch, which is the dot spacing. Take the example of a 7
inch diagonal CRT with 0.005 inch spot size. Since there are 200 0.005 inch intervals
in 1 inch, the 7 inch tube is thus rated at 1400 lines. Note the orientation of the lines;
theymust be perpendicular to the diagonal
of the face. Since the spot size grows as it
is deflected toward the corners, the spot size in the corners may grow to 0.007 inch or
143 lines per inch which, if extended across the 7 inchmonitor, equals only the
equivalent of 1000 lines in the corners. Another note to consider is that the 7 inch
dimensionmay be the
outsidemeasure of the glass envelope, not the useful screen
dimension, thus giving a higher error
factor.
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The state-of-the-art in CRT resolution is about 4000 discernible lines per picture
height in color. This is recorded from the CRT face, not observed with the human
eye, and is achieved by peaking all the CRT and optical system design areas. Even
this information is misleading, however, because nomonitor canmaintain these
optimum conditions.
Today's typical resolutions are 512 by 512, 60-Hz, noninterlaced and 1024 by 1024,
30-Hz, interlaced. The additional information, which will be discussed later, is
necessary for a true comparison.
The pattern that the electron beam in the CRT sweeps out as it scans or draws the
image in each frame is a series of horizontal lines moving from the top to the bottom
of an image and from left to right on each line as in Figure 2 (See Appendix A).
This pattern is called a raster, and each line drawn is called a scan line. The refresh
rate of a display defines the number of complete images, or frames, that can be
drawn on the screen in a second and is measured in frames per second. The duration
of each frame, or the frame time, is the reciprocal of the refresh rate.
Some finite amount of time is required for the electron beam to return to the left side
of the screen from the right and to the top of the screen from the bottom as the image
is displayed. The returning beam retraces,
and the time this takes is called the hori
zontal or vertical retrace time, during which the beam is turned off and no new data
is displayed. The video signal is said to be blanked and the times are alternately
called the horizontal and vertical blanking intervals.When not blanked, the signal is
said to be active.
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In the early days of television, the interlaced monitor was developed. This type of
display scanned all of the odd lines, then all the even lines. The two fields, even and
odd, are required tomake a frame. In a noninterlaced display, all lines are drawn in
order from the top to bottom. A common specification for this type of display is
60-
Hz, noninterlaced, meaning that the entire image is drawn on the screen 60 times
each second from top to bottom. A 30-Hz refresh rate almost universally implies
interlaced format. In this type of display, an image, particularly horizontal lines,
appear to flash on and off, or flicker. Flicker is not a problem with 60-Hz refresh
displays.
Brightness is another problem in the high resolution color monitor. As was stated
before, the shadowmask is essential in guiding the appropriate gun to the correct
color phosphor dot. In performing this function, however, it intercepts 70 to 80
percent of the beam current, with a corresponding reduction in brightness. This can
be offset to some extent by a higher anode voltage, but there is still nearly a
three-to-
one reduction in light output.
Another parameter affecting the brightness and resolution of color tubes is the video
drive requirement. The video drive is the amplitude of the video signal applied to
the cathode of the tube tomodulate the beam current. In 1000 line noninterlaced
systems, reasonable contrast
level can be generated on a color tube by having at least
35V for acceptable light output. Currently, few if any 1000 line noninterlaced color
monitors deliver the video performance required by the driving system.
Misconvergence is one of the largest problems afflicting color raster CRTs.
Conver-
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gence happens when the red, green and blue lines are overlayed and form a white
line.With misconvergence, instead of seeing a focused white line, the viewer sees a
blurred line with a color fringe, or even three separate colored lines. It is generally
accepted thatmisconvergence should not exceed 0.3mm, about a third of the spot
width. This problem is typically greater at the screen extremities than at the center
because of inaccuracies in the deflection system. For this reason, somemanufacturers
specify a greater resolution at the center than at the edges.
Astigmatism, which is the elliptical distortion and enlargement of the beam spot,
also occurs at the edges of a display. This defocusing of the spot size is caused by
many of the same inaccuracies that causemisconvergence. Poor gun alignment in the
tube, poor electron optics and a non-uniform deflection field that requires excessive
pincushion correction are common causes.
Themethod used to correct the convergence problems depends on the gun configu
ration. The trend is for cheaper in-line red, blue and green guns to replace the older
delta format. The in-line technology allows the use of self-convergence. The delta
guns require dynamic convergence circuitry that is subject to its own variation and
driftwith time, temperature and position in respect to the earth's magnetic field. In
many of the new,
higher resolution color displays, convergence is improved through
dynamic control or auto-convergence. In this type of system, another element, such




Another issue facing the soft proof is the ergonomic consideration. Many studies
have been done on the short- and long-term effects of CRTs on users. In aMt. Sinai
study, clerical workers were observed for frequency of temporary complaints. The
workers using the CRTs had significantly more complaints than did those who did
not have access to them. (See Figure 3, Appendix A)
Another temporary effect on health, termed the "McCollough
Effect"
by the New
England Tournal ofMedicine* has been found in workers exposed to CRTs. After
looking at a green CRT for several minutes, people begin to see pink letters when
they look at letters on a black and white screen. On a amber-tinted screen, black and
white letters begin to look blue-green. While the "McCollough
Effect"
is apparently
harmless, it still has great impact on the use of CRTs for making color decisions.
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MEASUREMENT
Measurement of light and color has always been a problem in theGraphic Arts
industry. Standardization has been slow in coming andmeasuring devices have
tolerances not acceptable to this application. A review of different color measuring
devices was made and though sophisticated devices exist tomeasure wavelengths,
spot sizes, reflectance, brightness, etc, the human eye and nervous system are still
the final determinants of acceptability of color.
Colormeasuring devices can be grouped into four types: spectrophotometers, color
imeters, densitometers and the human eye. The eye is fundamentally a
radiation-
sensitive system that is responsive to wavelengths from about 380 to 760 nm. Radia
tion in this range is generically known as light, and color is defined here as that
characteristic of light by which an observer may distinguish differences between two
structure-free fields of view of the same size and shape, such as may be caused by
differences in the spectral composition of the radiation energy. This is termed psy
chophysical color and is specified by the tristimulous values of the radient energy
entering the eye.
Colormeasuring devices must
evaluate samples in a similarmanner. These devices
must illuminate and have sensors with the same spectral-response characteristics of
the observer.
Spectrophotometers do not directlymeasure color: theymeasure the physical attrib
utes of a material in terms of its reflection
of tranmission or light. Using the formulae
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in Figure 4 (SeeAppendix A) this information can be obtained through tristimulus
integration. The spectral power of the source S( ), the reflectance of the object p( ),
and the response of the observer x( ), y( ), z( ) are all needed to produce the resulting
tristimulus values.
The colorimeter responds in amanner closer to that of the human visual system. It
achieves the same numerical expression for color as that obtained by tristimulus
integration of spectrophotmetric data, but it does this by performing an analog
integration optically within the instrument. This is accomplished by having a source
that conforms to the spectral-power distribution of the source being used to view the
sample and response that simulates that of the standard observer. The samplemodu
lates the radiation between the source and the detector and the resulting response is
an expression of the color characteristics of the sample.
A third measuring device is the densitometer. It is not classified as a standard color
measuring instrument because its response does not relate to that of the standard
observer. It does have red, green and blue response, however, so under certain
circumstances it can give an approximate color measurement. Since it is capable of
detecting changes in color or color differences (regardless of how they may be per
ceived by a human observer), it is very useful instrument for the quality control of
color and color processes.
The oldestmeans of color measurement, the human eye, is the forth measuring
device. Although color is referred to as light of a certain wavelength, wavelengths
are not colored. Color results from the interaction of light with the human nervous
system.
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The first sensor in the human nervous system is the eye. Images are formed on the
light sensitive surface of the eye, the retina, through the combined action of several
sets ofmuscles that aim the eyes and determine the shape of the lens. These two
processes, known as convergence and accomodation occur as a function of the colors
the viewer attempts to see. Because the human eye's lens, like any lens, is not color
corrected, wavelengths producing different color sensations are focused at different
distances behind the lens. This means that the eyemust refocus to see dissimilar
wavelengths.
In the effect known as chromostereopsis, pure colors located at the same distance
from the eye appear to be at different distances because of the
lens'
lack of color
correction. Formost people, reds appear closer and blues more distant. Fortunately,
the range of colors that can be seen in focus simultaneously depends of the purity of
the colors. Very pure colors require more refocusing than less pure ones, while short
wavelengths, such as pure blue, focus in front of the retina and will always appear
unfocused.
Differences in color sensitivities between individuals can be attributed tomany
things. The lens does not transmit all wavelengths equally. It absorbs almost twice as
much in the bluewavelengths as it does in the red and yellow regions and the pig
ment in the central part of the retina transmits yellow while asborbing blues. As a
person ages, the lens yellows and
filters out additional short wavelengths while the
fluids that support the eyes have a similar reduction in transmission, making color
less vivid and causing a
lower level of brightness to be perceived.
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The human retina consists of a densely packed group of light receptors called rods
and cones. Rods are primarily used in low light applications such as night-vision,
while cones provide the initial element in the sensation of color through the higher
level light sensitive chemicals called photopigments. There are three types of pho-
topigments, differing in their relative sensitivity to wavelength. One of the types can
be found in every cone. A color is signified by the combination of all three types.
Research has shown that the three are not equally distributed. Average percentages
are as follows: 64 percent 575 nm peaking pigment (known as red), 32 percent 535
nm peaking pigment (known as green) and about 2 percent 520 nm peaking pigment
(known as blue). The rods and cones are also not evenly distributed. The center of
the retina, where we see detail, is densely packed with cones and has no rods. The
proportion of rods to cones changes quickly as you get closer to the outer edge of the
retina where you have field of vision. In the outer extremes of the retina there are
only rods, causing the eye to detect all shapes as unclear and colorless.
Another important attribute of visual photoreceptors is that they adjust to the overall
light level. Perceived brightness of an object depends on the adaptive state of the
eye. This increased
"warm-up"
period improves color discrimination.
The visual system is most sensitive to the center of the spectrum; sensitivity de
creases toward the extremes. Thus, it follows that blues and reds must be of greater
intensity than greens and yellows to
be perceived equally. Figure 5 maps the color
zones of a typical retina. (See Appendix A)
Beyond the retina is the optic nerve, which
connects to the photoreceptors.
One channel signals the red-green ratio,
another the yellow-blue ratio and the final
24
channel indicates brightness. From the optic nerve, the channel signals continue on
to the cortex of the brain. Here specialized cells encode the information in a format
that designates color.
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As with the production of color separations and in the control and monitoring of
the press, color proofing has turned toward the use of electronics. Soft-copy and
digital hard-copy color proofing is regarded as the wave of the future for its speed,
consistency and potential cost effectiveness.
As commercial printing's color workload has increased, so has the need for faster
turnaround times and a less expensive way of achieving 'appropriate
quality'
proofs. This is why the cheaper, faster off-press systems have become market lead
ers in color proofing. Since the mid-1970s, momentum has been with the single-
sheet and overlay off-press proofing systems but this is expected to switch to digital
proofing. Fulfillment of this task depends on two factors: greater acceptance of soft-
copy proofing by trade shops, printers, advertising agencies, advertisers and pub
lishers; and the ability of the digital proofing systems to match some of the critical
tolerances of the traditional off-press proofing systems. Currently there are major
advantages and disadvantages to soft-copy proofing.
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The benefits are these:
Increase electronic color scanner productivity
Increase electronic color pagination systems effectiveness
*




Reduce overall proofing costs
*
Immediate feedback on corrections
*
Transmission to remote site saves time and money
The disadvantages are:
* Lack the feel and substance of hard-copy proofs
* Cannot be physically signed for internal or customer approval
and the legal implications
*
Relatively new technology mental block to accept new method
over older, proven methods
*
Mobility/portability limitations
* Monitor resolutions are inadequate to display fine detail at full
image settings
* Color matching and stability
* Finished product size versus the limited CRT display area
* Control and the ability to simulate ink/substrate combinations
and individual press characteristics of dot gain, slur, gloss, etc
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Most electronic color paginations systems come with at least one soft-copy proofing
station whether it is the pagination terminal or an add-on to the input scanning
workstation. The ability to use one of these monitors to judge design, composition,
color, size, etc, could mean incredible cost savings. By eliminating intermediate
proofs, film and proofing consumables could be reduced threefold or more. The
turnaround times for complicated color matches or retouching sessions could also
be cut drastically.
Soft-copy proofing is here today. Though it is still in its infancy, many agencies,
trade shops and commercial printers are using soft-copy proofs to eliminate some
of the cost and bother of other off-press proofing methods. By isolating which
problems are most objectionable, soft-copy proof suppliers will be able to better
understand industry priorities and develop products that serve the printing indus
try. This thesis was targeted to take the first steps at gathering this data.
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HYPOTHESIS
If soft-copy proofing is to replace off-press hard-copy proofing then acceptability of
a design comprehensive, initial color, intermediate and/or final soft-copy proof as
compared to conventional off-press methods must be shown in the following areas:
1. Color acceptance
2. Detail & sharpness







The idea of the soft-copy proof is a sound one. Unfortunately, problems with color
variations, size mismatches, poor sharpness (lack of resolution or detail), overall
design discrepancies and portability have stifled its growth and prevented its
dominance in the Graphic Arts marketplace.
Electronic imaging manufacturers and their monitor and display processor suppli
ers need guidance in determining and addressing the most severe objections to their
hard-copy proof alternative.
No densitometer, colorimeter or spectrophotometer can effectively measure or
predict the subjective evaluation of an art director, color buyer or quality control
representative. The final approval for a
soft- or hard-copy proof is ultimately that
of the customer and/or art director. If all CIE calculations, densities and compari
son curves match, the human eye may still
disagree because of conditions and
variations beyond those of mechanical measuring
devices. For this reason, this
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study included 50 Graphics Arts decision makers who were asked to evaluate
differences between a conventional color proof and an electronic proof generated
on a color CRT.
For the purposes of this thesis, the areas evaluated are defined and judged as fol
lows:
Color acceptance was judged by comparison. A standard/control with
multiple colored patches and step scales was established and the soft and
hard-copy proofs were evaluated as to whether each subject matches or
deviates in a direction suggested on a checkoff list.
Detail and resolution were judged by comparison. A high resolution image
was examined, areas of unacceptable qualitywere noted and compared.
Layout and design were compared by answering a series of questions ori
ented toward a layout's components and attributes.
Size acceptance was determined by comparing the original artwork, the
hard-copy and soft-copy
proofs. A checkoff list polling the viewer on vari
ations was the tool used to document
observations.
Portability was judged by comparing
the proofing results and filling out a
checkoff list. Standardization of all
variables was a necessity for the success
of this experiment.
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All related factors, including environment, calibration, presentation and
evalu
ation, remained constant throughout the experiment.
The participants were told that the objective of this study was to
evaluate and rank
the variables associated with soft-copy proofing.
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PROCEDURE
Initially, a letter inviting 200 Graphic Arts industry decision-makers to a demon
stration of electronic color prepress image preparation was sent out. A one out of
four acceptance ratio was optimistic but counted on. The time, place and descrip
tion of the experiment and demonstration were included. As incentive to partici
pate, a copy of the final results was offered to each participant, (see Appendix A)
The experiment was set up as follows:
The room lighting was to remain constant throughout all experiments. There was
no light behind the observer as this could cause glare on the monitor.
The lighting around the printed subject was the accepted ANSI PH 2.32 standard of
5000 K(ANSI, 1972), with a neutral background. The first of two hard-copy proofs
was centered inside the viewing box.
The monitor was calibrated in the following manner:
* Turned on and allowed a 30 minute warmup.
* A grid of evenly spaced horizontal and
vertical lines spaced a
quarter of an inch apart was displayed. Convergence was ad
justed if any misalignment
was detected.
* A white blank was displayed on the monitor. Brightness and
contrast were set to their standard positions. The monitor was
then checked for purity and hot spots and adjustments were made
if necessary.
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The deGauss button was pressed before each viewing. This re
freshed the phosphors of the monitor.
A standard "Scitex
match"
was loaded. This is a color look-up
table that corrects for differences between monitor and phosphor
standards and ink on paper standards. This was created prior to
the experiment by comparing ninety color patches to their sup
posed monitor equivalents. If there was a difference, the evaluator
added or subtracted cyan, magenta or yellow from the patch
displayed on the monitor. When all patches had been evaluated,
corrected and stored, the look-up table was complete and loaded
into the memory. After this had been done, all imagery displayed
on this monitor was adjusted to simulate the parameters of the
off-press proofing system that created the original patches.
The first digitally stored image was then displayed in the center of the monitor with
a neutral surround. (Appendix E)
The observer was seated five feet away from the subjects, with their shoulders per
pendicular to a straight line between the monitor and the viewing box.
A standard dialog was read to the observer covering purpose, directions and time
constraints.
The observer then filled out the ballotwhile seated in front of the subjects. The
soft-
copy and hard-copy proofs
changed according to which variables were being
polled.
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Once the survey was filled out, the next observer was seated and the procedure was
repeated.
When 50 evaluators had been polled and the data collected, statistical breakdown of
all the information was done. The final results were compared and evaluated to
determine acceptability in terms of color, size, sharpness, design or portability.
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EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
A Scitex Imager console with a 512 by 380, 60 Hz, noninterlacedmonitor
Off-press proofing system with all necessary materials and equipment









a digital test patternmeasuring 512 by 380 pixels with eight
3/4 inch horizontal step scales varying each step by five %
dot starting at 100% and ending with 0%, the scales display
the following:
-





- magenta and yellow overprints
- cyan and yellow overprints




an additional strip at the bottom was 1 1/4 inch tall and was filled
with eight square patches comprising white, solid black, solid
cyan, solid magenta, solid yellow, overprints of solidmagenta and
solid yellow, overprints of solid cyan and solid yellow and over
prints of solidmagenta and solid cyan (Appendix E)
a digital test pattern measuring 512 by 380 pixels with eight
images collaged (Appendix E)
hard-copy off-press proofs of the two electronic images described
above
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All participants were surveyed under similar conditions, including light booth
temperature, surrounding illumination and monitor calibration. The standard
dialog was read explaining the project and what was expected of them. Each was
given a copy of the survey and completed it within the 30 minute time limit. Graphs
showing the partiapanfs responsewere then created and plotted.
The following is the breakdown of how the people that were polled responded. The
horizontal axis in the graphs and charts represents the number of responses re-
cieved for that particular question in the survey.
Gender breakdown
26 - Males surveyed H
- Females surveyed
Age breakdown
1Q - 20 to 24 years 15
- 25 to 29 years
_8
- 30 to 34 years 11
- 35 to 39 years
A - 40 to 44 years -5
- 45 to 49 years
40
Length of time employed in the Graphic Arts Industry
12 - 1 to 5 years 15 - 6 to 10 years
U - 10 to 15 years 12 - over 15 years
Color blindness breakdown
25 - tested with no difficiencies 15
- not tested
Number of participants that had seen a demonstration of an Electronic Color
Image
Manipulation system?
2 - had seen a demo 14
- had not seen a demo
Number that presently use soft-copy proofing
15 - use some sort regularly 55
- do not use
41
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If you were judging the soft-copy proof for COLORONLY, how would you rate the
soft-copy proof if it saved you 45 minutes and one hundred dollars?
As design comprehensive ,
As initial color approval
As an intermediate proof
As a final proof
0 10 20 30
I I Better D No difference
Figure 22
When viewing the full
picture for detail/sharpness:
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When viewing the enlarged earring section for detail/sharpness:
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If you were judging the soft-copy proof for
DETAIL & SHARPNESS ONLY, how
would you rate the soft-copy proof if it
saved you 45 minutes and one hundred
Detail and Sharpness Only
dollars?
As design comprehensive
As initial color approval
As an intermediate proof
As a final proof
? Better D No difference
Figure 25
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If you were judging the soft-copy proof for LAYOUT & DESIGN ONLY, how would
you rate the soft-copy proof if it saved you 45 minutes and one hundred dollars?
As design comprehensive
As initial color approval
As an intermediate proof
As a final proof
Lj Better D No difference
Figure 27
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If the final size of the hard-copy proof was a 30 by 40 inch poster (400% larger than
the current hard-copy proof), how would you rate your use of the soft-copy proof if
it saved you two hours and one hundred and fifty dollars?
As design comprehensive
As initial color approval
As an intermediate proof






If the final size of your hard-copy proof was a 4 by 6 inch postcard, how
would you
rate your use of the soft-copy proof if it
saved you 45 minutes and 60 dollars?
As design comprehensive j
As initial color approval
As an intermediate proof
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Figure 30
Who is involved with the approval of the proofs.















Profile of Survey Respondents
In a two-week period, fifty industry decision-makers responded to this soft-copy
proofing survey. Though the sampling size was small and mainly from New Eng
land, the sample population was an excellent cross-section of the design and printing
industry. It consisted of art directors, quality control representatives, color separa
tion and printing salesmen, advertising agency owners, color separation production
staff and buyers of color separations.
The gender, ages, length of employment in theGraphic Arts, color difficiencies, and
exposure to color electronic prepress are listed in Chapter V Data Analysis. The
average participantwas a 29-year-old male with nine years experience in the
Graphic Arts industry. Themajority of those surveyed, 72%, had seen a demonstra





In general, the feedback for the color acceptability portion of the surveywas positive
(see figures 6 - 23). The major objections centered around the soft-copy proof being
too light, flat or weak overall. This problem might possibly be corrected bymanipu
lating themonitor's brightness and contrast settings. This type of change would
require a re-calibration of the Scitex 'monitor match'. The yellow step scale was the
most acceptable at 56% while the black-only was the least at 4%. The black-only step
scale was distorted in themidtones and three quarter tones by a look-up table. This
was required so that these areas in the colored overprints did not appear saturated
or plugged in. The only time this would affect the soft-copy proofing evaluation
would be while viewing the black progressive by itself. All other overprints made by
the convergence of the red, green and bluemonitor guns are very close to their
hard-
copy equivalents.
Ironically, the solid black patch was themost acceptable at 76% while the cyan patch
was the least at 8%. The overall square patch evaluation showed very little color or
hue variation. The major objection seemed to be with the patch appearing to be too
light or flat. This observation is consistent with the step scale results.
When asked directly how the viewer perceived the uses
of the soft-copy proof in
terms of color evaluation only, knowing that itwould save them 40 minutes and a
potential one hundred dollars, the breakdown was as follows:
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Better No difference Unacceptable
As design comprehensive 70% 28% 2%
As first color approval 38% 28% 34%
As an intermediate proof 40% 34% 26%
As the final proof 4% 18% 78%
The majority preferred the soft-copy proof for a design comprehensive and felt that
either could be used for color and intermediate proofs but thought that the final
proof still had to be hard-copy. Since color match of products and originals is ex
tremely important, the final proof is the legal document that is signed by the client,
separator and printer. It is the printer's job to reproduce the proof's color on the
printed sheet. If this is not possible, then the cost of press makeready and any
printed sheets must be paid by the party that did not correctly reproduce the color. If
the separator's proofwas made from faulty films or the proofing process fluctuated
from the standard, this costmust be absorbed by this company. If the plate creation,
press, ink or substrate caused drastic color variances then the printer or clientmay
have to take on these costs. Responsibility and/or fault is not easily established so a
hard-copy proofmay be the only method of showing the separator's innocence.
Since themonitor and imagery that are the soft-copy proof can easily be modified to
displaywhatever effect the operator would like to show, there appears to be a
serious reluctance to fully accept the soft-copy proof only until there are safeguards
and possibly even laws
in place.
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Discussion ofDetail & Sharpness Acceptability
While looking at the full picture on themonitor, themajority of the people, 88%,
thought that the soft-copy proof looked too broken up and 26% to 40% noted that the
detail and sharpness was lacking in the highlights, midtones and shadows. Only 8%
thought that this view was acceptable to judge detail and sharpness (see figure 24).
This is mostly due to the low resolution of the CRT as compared to themuch higher
resolution of the image. The electronically stored image had five times the amount of
data as the screen could hold. This caused fine detail areas to appear broken up and
jaggie. Higher resolution monitors could have an impact in this area.
When the picture was enlarged so that only the earring section was visible on the
CRT, 88% commented that this view was the same or better than the hard-copy proof
(see figure 25). Very few negative responses were noted during this display because
every adjacent pixel (picture element) was displayed on themonitor. This
high-
resolution soft-copy proof can only be performed on a small area of the proof at any
one time so multiple evaluation sessions would be required at this enlargement.
Since a repaint of a 512 by 380 pixel area takes aproximately ten seconds, this might
negate any time-savings as compared
to the hard-copy because of the image replay/
refresh rates. This method of evaluation compares to looking at a limited section of a
hard-copy proofwith a 10X loupe.
When asked directly how the viewer perceived the uses of the soft-copy proof in
terms of detail and sharpness evaluation only, knowing that it would save them 40
minutes and a potential one hundred dollars, the breakdown was as follows:
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Better
As design comprehensive 68%
As first color approval 48%
As an intermediate proof 46%






Themajority preferred the soft-copy proof for a design comprehensive and felt that
either could be used for color and intermediate proofs but thought that the final
proof still had to be hard-copy (see figure 25).
On the soft-copy proofingmonitor, the resolution, or number of discrete pixels per
given dimension, can vary but will seldom go above 1024-by-1024 pixels. This is due
to the limitations of today's technology and the expense required to create higher
resolution components. A 65-line screen postermeasuring 30-by-40 inches might be
stored at a resolution of 35 pixels per millimeter, while a 4-by-6 inch, 200-line screen
postcardmay require 100 pixels per millimeter to adequately describe the imagery.
The poster would require 1,066,800 pixels to describe it at the time of output while
the postcard would need 60,960 pixels. The poster requires 17 times more informa
tion to describe it than the postcard. This is further complicated by the fact that the
resolution of the poster would bemuch higher if the screen ruling is increased. The
resolution of an image and the lack of resolution on themonitorwill affect detail and
sharpness drastically, and have an obvious and corresponding effect on acceptabil
ity.
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Discussion of Size Acceptability
Size acceptability was evaluated by varying the size of the final product and
hard-
copy proof to two extremes, a large poster and a small postcard.When asked di
rectly how the viewer perceived the uses of the soft-copy proof in terms of size only,
knowing that it would save them two hours and a potential one hundred and fifty
dollars to create a 30-by-40 inch hard-copy proof, the breakdown was as follows:
Better No difference Unacceptable
As design comprehensive 64% 28% 8%
As first color approval 38% 42% 20%
As an intermediate proof 34% 46% 20%
As the final proof 8% 18% 74%
With the end product being a 30-by-40 inch poster, the majority preferred the
soft-
copy proof for a
design comprehensive and felt that either could be used for color
and intermediate proofs but thought that the final proof still had to be hard-copy
(see figure 28).
When asked directly how the viewer
perceived the uses of the soft-copy proof in
terms of size only, knowing that it would save
them 45minutes and a potential sixty
dollars to create a 4-by-6 inch hard-copy proof, the
breakdown was as follows:
Better No difference Unacceptable
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'o
As design comprehensive 60%
As first color approval 42%
As an intermediate proof 26%





With the end product being a 4-by-6 inch postcard, the majority preferred the soft-
copy proof for a design comprehensive and felt that either could be used for color
and intermediate proofs but thought that the final proof still had to be hard-copy
(see figure 29).
Size in a color electronic pagination system, CEPS, is relative. The size of a soft-copy
proof is limited by the CRT size, which is usually 19 inches across the diagonal. The
hard-copy proof is dependant on consumable and processing equipment sizes. The
results of the survey indicated that a soft-copy proof is acceptable in themajority of
cases. Being able to vary the size of the image on the monitor allows the viewer to
see the image at final size, though the total image is not always seen during proce
dure. The survey also noted that the hard-copy proof is only a necessity in the case of
the final proof. The reason for this may be the placement of the proof in its final
location to evaluate all components. A poster may be displayed on a wall while a
postcard may be displayed on
a store rack to see how it stands out from the others.
This is not possible with the soft-copy proof.
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Discussion ofDesign & Layout Acceptability
Design and layout acceptability was evaluated several different ways. There were
two fill-in-the-blank sections in the survey that stated that they were testing layout
and design. Since designers and artists must judge their work for color, size and
detail and sharpness as well, these areas of the surveymust also be factored into the
acceptability.
A collage ofmany images was used in this section. In both the
hard- and soft-copy
areas the proofs were evaluated by over 40% of the people to be too busy and lack
ing in emphasis and focus. Any answer in either the
hard- or soft-copy proof col
umns meant that the evaluator used the respective proof tomake a design or layout
judgement. In only 6% of the soft-copy and 32% of the hard-copy cases did the
viewer not have any opinion about the proof at all. This could mean one of several
things. The viewer may have liked the proof and felt it had no bad designing or
layout characteristics. He/shemay not have been able to use either to judge design
or layout so no category applied. Or they may not have felt qualified, with the infor
mation presented, to offer an educated opinion. Design and layout are supposed to
be tailored to the function the are representing, without this information, the viewer
could not fully evaluated the proofs for design and layout.
When asked directly how the viewer perceived the uses
of the soft-copy proof in
terms of design and layout evaluation only, knowing that itwould save them 40
minutes and a potential one
hundred dollars, the breakdown was as follows:
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Better
As design comprehensive 58%
As first color approval 52%
As an intermediate proof 46%






The majority of people preferred the soft-copy proof for a design comprehensive,
color and intermediate proofs but thought that the final proof still had to be hard-
copy.
This is the response thatwas expected. Design comprehensives are usuallymade by
an artist using colormarkers, black and white stats and color photographs enlarged
or reduced to fit a conceptual space.When the art, color and text are all in place,
major expense may be required to adjust components that don't appear as antici
pated. Creating layouts on a low-cost designer's electronic workstation may be costly
for the first design but if revisions are required this method could prove to be very
cost-effective. Many electronic designer workstations interface to color electronic
pagination systems, CEPS. This could allow electronic art and page parameters to be
transferred instead of regenerating this work at the more expensive CEPS worksta
tion. This could ultimately be themost cost-effectivemethod of doing design and
layout, thus utilizing the soft-copy proof for all preliminary proofs and possibly
digital hard-copy proofing for the final design comprehensive.
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Discussion of Portability Acceptance
Most people take portability of a proof for granted. A hard-copy proofmay have to
havemany people approve it before it can be signed and sent to the printer's site.
i
The printer's quality control representative and/or pressperson will utilize this proof
as the standard to match all press sheets to.
The responses to the questions related to where and who judges the intermediate
and final proofs showed thatmany people, departments and companies atmany
locations are involved with the sign-off. If a monitor, modem and telephone line
were set up in each of these locations, a soft-copy proof could be transferred in just
minutes.With this reasoning, the soft-copy proof is much preferred to waiting for a
courier or postal service to deliver the hard-copy proof that cost at least fifty dollars.
The difficulty of this scenario is that the remote viewing setup would be very costly,
required atmany sites and calibration of all monitors to one standard is almost
impossible. The legal issue of signing off on the hard-copy proof is also issue here.





Soft-copy proofing is here today. Its strengths and weaknesses were evaluated in
this thesis. Acceptability of color, detail and sharpness, design and layout, size and
portability were the areas of focus. Each of these was examined for fit as a design
comprehensive, initial color proof, intermediate proof for color and/or stripping
and as the final proof. Real world interests were covered by including costs and
turn-around times for each proof.
The hypothesis examined was this:
If soft-copy proofing is to replace
off-press hard-copy proofing then acceptability of
a design comprehensive, initial color, intermediate and/or final soft-copy proof as
compared to conventional off-press methods must be shown in the following areas:
color acceptance, detail and sharpness, layout and design, size acceptance and porta
bility.
Generally, soft-copy proofs were
evaluated and found to be the same or better than
hard-copy proofs as design comprehensives,
nomatter what variable was being
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tested. Most designers, art directors and clients look at artist renderings to judge a
rough or comprehensive. The soft-copy proof offers actual images, text, positioning
and representative color, which is more like the final product. Inmost cases the de
sign comp is revised and presented several times before the actual design is ap
proved. Depending on the capabilities of the layout and design package being used
to create the art/layout, the artist could save large amounts of time for these revi
sions and/or increase their design time on jobs that require fast turnarounds. Cur
rent digital hard-copy proofs, though not the quality ofmost conventional off-press
proofs, can be used to overcome the limitations of soft-copy portibility. Survey
respondents commented that the quality, overhead and consumable costs and turn
around times of digital hard-copy and soft-copy proofingmade computer design
and layout much more useful, affordable and desirable.
Initial color approval and intermediate proofs seemed to lean toward the soft-copy
proof but no solid opinion was established. The cost and turnaround times required
for several hard-copy off-press proofs coaxedmany of those surveyed to favor
soft-
copy proofing. Several commented that a soft-copy proofwas all thatwould be
needed to show simple positioning changes and specific color corrections. This
would nullify the need for an
additional hard-copy proof.
As a final proof, all of theGraphic Arts production stages rejected soft-copy proof
ing. There weremany comments
on this point. Investment into costly soft-proofing
stations, lack of calibration
techniques for all of the monitors in a decision making
loop and lack of laws, safeguards
and precedents were themajor objections to using
the soft-copy as the
final proof. Other concerns included magnetic disk capacities,
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lack of standards for data exchange, image transmission rates, costs and times and
inability to display the final soft-copy proof in ifs final location. Showing the
hard-
copy proof at the appropriate size, color and prespective in the surroundings, light
ing and position of the final printed piece completes the overall approval cycle,
allowing the final films to be shipped, printed and distributed.
Portability was determined to be necessary for all uses of a proof. The number of
people and locations involvedwith the
'ok'
of a proof varied greatly but was more
than could substantiate the availability and cost of a soft-copy proofingworkstation
at each location. Those surveyed indicated that hard-copy proofs must be generated
for design comprehensives, color, intermediate and final proofs when the proof must
be transported from one location to another. Comments about portability included
concerns on viewing the final proof in ifs final location, not being able to write
directions and comments on the soft-copy proof to note changes and errors and
discrepancies in viewing conditions when using different light sources to evaluate
color and productmatches. In terms of portability this survey concludes that
soft-
copy proofing is unacceptable
in themajority of the areas where it could be used.
In summary, acceptability of color, size,
design and layout, detail and sharpness and
portability depended
on the use of the proof.
Soft-copy proofing was acceptable
as a design compehensive in the following areas:
color, size, design and layout, and
detail and sharpness. It was unacceptable in
portibility.
Soft-copy proofing was
acceptable as an initial color proof in the following areas:
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color, size, design and layout, and detail and sharpness. Itwas unacceptable in
portability.
Soft-copy proofing was acceptable as an intermediate proof in the following areas:
color, size, design and layout, and detail and sharpness. Itwas unacceptable in
portability.
Soft-copy proofing was acceptable as the final proof in none of the surveyed areas. It
was unacceptable in color, size, design and layout, detail and sharpness and porta
bility.
Soft-copy proofing as a total replacement for hard-copy proofing is unacceptable
because the majority of those polled stated that a final hard-copy proof was neces
sary in all production stages. The savings in cost and time were not
enough to offset
traditional expectations of quality, legal proofing responsibility, predictability and
accuracy of size and color.
The results of this thesis will aid soft-copy users, suppliers and manufacturers of
soft-copy components to
focus on themarkets that can currently utilize their equip
ment as a complement to hard-copy proofing. It will also help prioritize areas that
need to bemodified so that soft-copy proofing can be





The development and standardization of soft-copy proofing requires much more
research and testing. There are many possibilities for further investigation. This
thesis and survey did some initial identification of problem areas in the soft-copy
proofing process. Fine tuning and focusing on the each individual area is a neces
sity. Other areas that must be evaluated include:
*
a detailed investigation into specific color discrepencies
*
perform the same survey in different parts of the country and interna
tionally
*
perform the same survey on state-of-the-art equipment and compare to
the Scitex soft-copy proof
*
perform the same survey on current operators
of CEPS equipment
* train a group of
designers on a CEPS workstation and evaluate their per
formance and reactions at specific milestones
* how does resolution effect soft-copy quality
*
what is the latitude of color acceptability from CRT to CRT
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* how often must monitors be checked and recalibrated, what are the tol
erances
*
what transfer speeds are acceptable
*
how much do refresh/repaint rates effect productivity of soft-copy
proofs and their uses
*
what are typical costs associated with current soft-copy proofing and
what does the graphic arts industry see as acceptable
*
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Figure 1. Raster graphics system block diagram showing the image memory ported
to the video refresh controller and the display processor.
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Figure 5. The zones of color sensitivity for the normal human eye.
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I am a student at Rochester Institute of Technology working on my Masters in Print
ing Technology.
As you may know, RIT is a leader in educating and researching for the graphic arts
industry. Its dominance has come from studies and thesis on leading edge topics
such as electronic prepress systems, color scanners and proofing systems. I am
currently working on my thesis comparing the industry accepted hard-copy proof to
the soft-copy proof available on the monitors of most color prepress systems.
Though a densitometer, colorimeter or spectrophotometer would supply qualitative
numeric measurements, ifs my experience that the only measurement that matters
is that of the art director, print buyer, quality assurance rep or the client.
I need your help. I will be giving a demonstration of an electronic color prepress
system and conducting an experiment involving 50 graphic arts decision makers
viewing soft-copy
proofs. I would like to extend to you an invitation to both.
The demo and experiment will be heldWednesday XXXXX ##, 1988, at 2:00 pm at
Ultra Scan, Inc., Hudson, NH. I have enclosed a RSVP and directions to Ultra Scan.
Please reply before
XXXXXX ##, 1988.







Good morning/afternoon. My name is Sandy Fuhs. I will be conducting this survey.
I thank you for taking the time to participate.
In front of you are two methods of proofing. Using a high quality TV monitor to
judge a proof is known as soft-copy proofing. The off-press proof, located in the
light booth, was created from cyan, magenta, yellow and black film negatives using
3M's Matchprint II proofing process. This is one commonly accepted method of
hard-copy proofing. This survey will assist monitor and soft-copy proofing manu
facturers by determining which Graphic Arts production stages are able to utilize
their equipment and which areas need immediate development or enhancement.
The proof that you see in front of you on the monitor has eight horizontal step
scales which start on the left side at 100 percent dot and gradate down in five
percent dot increments until they reach zero percent dot on the right side. The
scales are numbered 1 through 8 starting at the top down. The first step scale is
made up of equal
percentages of cyan, magenta and yellow. The second scale is
black only. The third step is cyan
only. The forth is magenta only. The fifth is yellow
only. The sixth is overprints ofmagenta and yellow. The seventh is overprints of
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cyan and yellow. The eight is overprints of cyan and magenta. Across the bottom
are eight square patches representing white, black, cyan, magenta, yellow, red,
green and blue.
The client was charged 100 dollars for the hard-copy proof. It took the trade shop
10 minutes to expose the final four film negatives and another 40 minutes to com
plete the hard-copy proof.
The soft-copy proof took five minutes to retrieve from magnetic tape and display
on the monitor. No price has been assigned to the soft-copy proof.
Knowing these differences and using them during your decision making process,
please visually compare the two proofing
methods in front of you and complete the
questionnaire by filling in the blanks. You may check off as many blanks as you see
fit to fully describe the represented proof. Please
remember that the hard-copy
proof is the standard and your answers /evaluations, in most cases, will refer to the
soft-copy proof.
You will have 30 minutes to complete this
process. Please do not leave your seat
until you have completed the form. At that time,
please alert the presenter that you








How long have you been employed in the Graphic Arts Industry?
1 to 5 years 6 to 10 years
IO to 15 years over 15 years
Have you ever been tested -for color blindness? YES NO
If yes, what was the result?
Have you ever seen a demonstration of an Electronic Color Image Manipula
tion system? YES ND
I-f yes, on what type o-f
equipment''
Cf-osfi ei d HCM/Hel 1




Do you presently use soft-copy
proofing? YES NO
1+ yes, What kind and
how often?
Use the two proofs in front of you (soft-copy on the CRT and hard-copy in
the viewing booth) for
reference while answering the next questions,, The
soft-copy image
was output as a 133 line screen, right reading emulsion
side down negative set of cyan, magenta,
yellow and black films. These
films were used to generated
the hard-copy proof, a negative Matchprint II
using SWOP
standard pigments on
commercial stock. The hard-copy proof was
approved by the customer
and should be used as the standard. All questions
refer to the soft-copy
proof unless otherwise stated.
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Check each of the following that apply to the soft-copy step scale as com
pared to the hard-copy step scale.
Step scale #1
color match is within your tolerance level
too red
_
too blue too green
too yellow too magenta too cyan
too dark too light too clean
too muddy too -flat too contrasty





color match is within your tolerance level
too red too blue too green
too yellow too magenta too cyan
too dark too light too clean
too muddy too fiat. too contrasty
too weak: in: highlights m i d tones sh adow <=
too saturated in: highlights midtones
shadows-
Step scale #3
color match is within your tolerance level
too red too blue too. green















































too 1 i q h t
too flat
h i g h lights










color match is within your tolerance level
too red
_







too 1 i ght
too 1 1 at
hi ghl i ghts





too con t r as t
midtones
mi d tones














too 1 i ght
too f 1 at
hi ghl ights










color match is within your tolerance level
too red









hi ghl i ghts

































w i t h i n you r t o I er an c: e level
too blue too green
too magenta too cyan
too light too clean
t oo f 1 a t t oo con t r a st y
Cyan patch
color match is within your tolerance level
too red too blue too green
too yellow too magenta too cyan
too dark too light too clean
too muddy too flat too contrasty
Magen t a p a ten
c o 1 or ma t c h i s w i t h i n you r t o 1 er an c e 1 eve 1






too dark too light too clean
too muddy
too flat. too contrasty
Yel .1 ow patch
color match is
too red





toierance 1 eve 1




too light too clean




color match is within your tolerance level
too red too blue too green
too yellow too magenta too cyan
too dark too light too clean
too muddy too flat too contrasty
Green patch
color match is within your tolerance level
too red too blue too green
too yellow too magenta too cyan
too dark too light too clean
too muddy too flat too contrasty
Dark blue patch
color match is within your tolerance level
too red too blue too green
too yellow too magenta too cyan
too dark too light too clean
too muddy
too flat too contrasty
If you were judging the soft-copy
proof for COLOR ONLY, how would you r,-t.
the soft-copy proof if
it saved you 45 minutes and one hundred dollars?







As the final proof
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Have the presenter display the second set of proofs.
After viewing the new
hard-
and soft-copy proofs, check the following that
apply to the soft-copy as compared to the hard-copy proof.
Viewing the full picture:
same or better than the hard-copy proof in detail and sharpness
too blurry too broken up too flat or contrasty
needs detail in: highlights midtones shadows
needs sharpness in: highlights midtones shadows
Have the presenter display the enlarged earring section.
Viewing the enlarged earring section:
same or better than the hard-copy proof in detail and sharpness
too blurry too broken up too flat or contrasty
needs detail in: highlights midtones shadows
needs sharpness in: highlights midtones shadows
If you were judginq the soft-copy proof for
DETAIL S< SHARPNESS ONLY, how
would you rate soft-copy proof if
it saved you 45 minutes and one hun
dred dol 1 ars?
Better No difference Unacceptable
As design comprehensive
As initial color approval
As an intermediate proof .
As the final proof -
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Viewing the full picture, check all that apply if you were evaluating the
soft-
and hard-copy proofs for layout and design.
Soft-copy Hard-copy
too busy too busy
too confusing too confusing
not enough pastel colors not enough pastel colors
not enough saturated colors not enough saturated colors
crops a.re too tight crops are too tight
no continuity no continuity
no emphasis/focus no emphasis/focus
If you were judging the soft-copy proof for LAYOUT & DESIGN ONLY, how would
you rate the soft-copy proof if it saved you 45 minutes and one hundred
dol lars?
Better No difference Unacceptable
As design comprehensive
As initial color approval
As an intermediate proof
As the final proof
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If the final size of the hard-copy proof was a 30 by 40 inch poster (400"/.
larger than the current hard-copy proof), how would you rate your use of
the soft-copy proof if it saved you two hours and one hundred and fiftv
dollars?
Better No difference Unacceptable
As design comprehensive
As initial color approval
As sin intermediate proof
As the final proof
If the final size of your hard-copy proof was a 4 by h inch postcard, how
would you rate your use of the soft-copy proof if it saved you 45 minutes
and 60 dollars?
Better No difference Unacceptable
As design comprehensive
As initial color approval
As an intermediate proof
As the final proof
Where do you evaluate your proofs? Check all that
apply.
Customer's office Separator's Printer s
Proofing area
Scanner area QC are-*
Viewing booth
Customer's favorite restaurant
Who is involved with the approval of the






Separator's 0C Printer's 0C Customer
-=ervi c r*,-...
Separator's Production Mgr Printer's Production Av
END OF
SURVEY
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APPENDIXE
TESTPATTERNS


